Business Analyst (Project)

Job description:

- Structure problem, collect relevant data from Shopee database, perform complex quantitative and qualitative analyses, and distill thoughts into business insights and recommendation.
- Assist early-stage implementation of strategic projects and process improvement initiative (topic includes but not limited to company P&L, seller management, category management, business development and marketing strategies, etc.).
- With proven performance, potential to lead project teams.
- Develop and subsequently review / track these KPIs for the projects.

Requirements:

- 1-4 years of professional experience in management consulting, consumer-focused, B2C or e-commerce industry
- Highly proficient in Excel, SQL knowledge will be a plus
- Exceptional project management and communication skills
- Have a strong affinity for critical thinking, hands-on execution, problem solving, and result-orientation
- Strong stakeholder management skills
- Good team player with can-do attitude
- Passion to work in a fast-paced, ambiguous startup environment

Apply Now HERE
PT MIRAE ASSET SEKURITAS INDONESIA

Risk Management

Job Description:

- Identify, measure, monitor, control and analyze overall company risk
- Analyze the flow of information such as company news, industry and events that can impact directly or indirectly to the company overall performance
- Conducting reviews of clients trading facility and activity
- Force selling Execution and reporting

Pre-requisites:

- Male/Female max 35 years old
- Having WPPE (Full) license from OJK is a must
- Fresh graduate are welcome.
- Knowledge of companies listed on the Indonesia stock exchanges and familiarity with development in the stock market will be an added advantage
- Good degree in finance, accounting, economics or related subjects from a reputable university
- Good communication skills, have high motivation, dedication and integrity
- Fluent in spoken and written English

Apply Now HERE
Financial Analyst / Management Accountant

Qualification:

- Must have experience as a Financial Analyst for a leading Mining group
- Must be fluent in English
- Must have significant experience of building financial models in Excel
- Minimum 3 years of relevant work experience
- Preference will be given to candidates that have experience in the mining industry
- Preference will be given to candidates to have earned the right to use the CFA designation

Apply Now HERE
INTERESTED TO EXPERIENCE P&G’S INTERNSHIP AND ACCELERATE YOUR GROWTH FROM DAY 1?

- APPLY NOW – Visit pgcareers.com website
- Join our recruitment process
- Get the chance to be part of our family

Application deadline: October 30th, 2020
PERMATA BANK

Graduate Management Associate Program

Send your CV to recruitment@permatabank.co.id
Subject: GMAP 9 - #Name
Skin Dewi aims to be Global Influencing Leader In Transforming Body, Mind and Soul Holistically. Skin Dewi's mission is to transform people's lives through their skin, body health and practice self love.

We are currently looking for an Art Director to join our Visual Department. If you have a refined design eye, know how to tastefully use typography, and always strive towards excellence in your craft. If you can demonstrate your passion to solve complex communication challenges through strategy, concept and a deep understanding of how to exceed audiences’ expectations and engage them.

Responsibilities:

- Generate creative ideas
- Receiving and discussing briefs with visual and marketing team
- Participating in various design and video projects from concept to completion
- Responsible for initiating and jobs, ensuring, quality, accuracy and that they are delivered on time
- Creates Social Media assets (photo, video, motion, graphics) to support campaigns and own social media campaigns.

Qualifications:

- An excellent portfolio showcasing several recent, live projects.
- BFA/BA in Graphic, Digital Media Design or related field (or equivalent experience).
- Experience in brand identity design, data visualization and illustration is also valued.
- Strategic mindset.
- A deep understanding of design principles.
- The ability to define and document great user-centered digital experiences.
- The ability to clearly and confidently present your work in front of both internal and external audiences.
- Ability to keep up with current trends in digital design, development and communication technologies.
- Experience with agile process.
- Experience supervising junior or production designers is a plus.
- Strong attention to detail. Self starter. A positive attitude and a collaborative personality.
- Listening to feedback to hone skills and improve creative output from time to time

Apply Now HERE
PT YONG MA ELECTRONICS

Sales and Marketing Manager

Job Description:

- Selling electronics products to traditional, modern & online market
- Working together with Sales department to increase sales growth
- Making an offer to make a new business & item
- Handling product inventory (update/request stock)
- Analyze of each opportunity of traditional or online market development to support the business, promotion and pricing
- Improve and manage the effectiveness of promotion programs
- Creating marketing strategy both offline and online
- Creating strategy for brand activation
- Responsible for market research and competitor analysis
- Build and maintain good relation with customers and merchandiser
- Weekly & monthly report

Requirements:

- Candidate must possess at least Bachelor's Degree in any field
- At least 3 Years of working experience in the related field, especially in sales & marketing in electronics company and ecommerce industry
- Required Skills: Selling Skill, Negotiation Skill, Communication Skill and Technical Capacity
- Familiar with electronics product
- Preferably speak Korean and English
- Preferably Manager/Supervisor specialized in Sales Marketing, Online Sales or equivalent

Apply Now [HERE]
Digital Marketing

Job Description:

- Manage online store and online marketplace platform (transaction, promotion, campaign program, ads and content)
- Responsible for digital marketing especially on social media (Instagram & facebook).
- Handling social media activation
- Response handling on Instagram / facebook
- Experienced (in depth understanding) on digital media ads (especially Instagram/Facebook Ads, Google Ads), responsible for the media strategy, execution and analyze
- Market research
- Able to analyze and do reporting use analytic tools
- Analyze and reporting the effectiveness of the on going digital marketing
- Able to optimize SEO is an advantage
- Searching and engage KOL
- Manage and find new customers / resellers.

Job Requirements:

- Max 32 years old
- Preferably have an experience of minimum 2 years as Digital Marketing
- Experience in handling and growing E-Commerce, social media and brand development
- Fluent in English
- Creative, imaginative, visionary and analytical problem solving.

Apply Now HERE
Creative Design (Illustrator)

Requirements:

• Min. Diploma Degree in design graphic/equal
• Have min. 2 years in related field
• Have skills in operating adobe photoshop & adobe illustrator
• Have skills in operating adobe after effect & adobe premiere
• Strong skills in ANIMATION is needed
• Excellent understanding about developing concepts and creative ideas
• Have OUTSTANDING portfolio is a must
• Placement in Juanda, Jakarta Pusat

Job Descriptions:

• Able to adjust the illustration style
• Mastering environment and character illustration
• Can Create an asset for animation
• Can work equally well with all parties
• Can work under pressure
• Estimating the time required to complete the work

Apply Here NOW
Middleware / ESB / EAI Developer

Job Description:

- Developing communication interfaces between various systems and ESB layer
- Liaising with overseas principal for any technical aspect
- Developing technical documentation

Qualification:

- Graduate Bachelor Degree of Computer Engineering, Informatics, Information System, Electrical Engineering
- Have 2+ years of development experience in area of middleware, ESB (Enterprise Service Bus), or EAI (Enterprise Application Integration), preferably in banking environment
- Have 2+ years of experience developing API Services (XML, Json)
- Familiar with Java, J2EE, SQL
- Familiar with SoapUI, Postman, or other API Testing Tools
- Able to use versioning control system such as GIT, SVN
- Self-motivated, driven, fast learner
- Willing to work outside Jakarta
- Have high commitment and able to meet project’s target in team with tight deadline
- Strong analytical skills and problem-solving skills
- Possess good command of English

Apply Now [HERE]